
The Family
Unlike other cats, lions are very social animals. They 

live in groups, called prides, of around 30 lions. A pride 
consists of up to three males, a dozen related females, 
and their young. The size of the pride is determined 
by the availability of food and water. If resources are 
scarce, the pride becomes smaller.

Pride members keep track of one another by roaring. 
Both males and females have a very powerful roar that 
can be heard up to 8 km away.

Males and females take on very different roles in the 
pride. 
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Male lions spend their time guarding their territory 
and their cubs. They maintain the boundaries of their 
territory, which can be as large as 260 sq. km, by roar-
ing, marking it with urine, and chasing off intruders. 

Their thick manes, a unique trait to male lions, pro-
tect their necks when they fight with challengers.
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Female lions are the primary hunters of the group. 
They are smaller and more agile than males. But since 
their prey is still generally faster than them, they use 
teamwork to bring an animal down. Fanning out, they 
form a semicircle, with the smaller, weaker lionesses 
herding the prey towards the center. Then the strong-
er females knock the animal down and make the kill.
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Lionesses give birth to 2-3 cubs at a time. Usual-
ly a couple females give birth around the same time. 
The cubs are then raised together, sometimes nursing 
communally.

Vulnerable to predators like hyenas, leopards, and 
black-backed jackals, cubs have a 60-70% mortality 
rate. They are sometimes trampled by large animals 
like buffaloes. Furthermore, when another group of 
male lions takes over a pride, they kill all the cubs so 
they can sire their own with the lionesses.
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Female cubs stay with the group as they age. At 
around two years old, they become capable hunters. 
But young males are forced out of the pride at that 
age. They form bachelor groups and follow migrating 
herds until they are strong enough to challenge male 
lions of other prides. In general, a group of males stays 
in power in the pride for around three years before an-
other bachelor group takes it over.
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